stop the war!

Who’s MAWO?

www.mawovancouver.org

Mobilization Against War and Occupation is a coalition of over 50 endorsing organizations and also individual members, most of which are
working class organizations, student groups, grassroots organizations,
and ethnic communities. This is including Indigenous activists and
groups from the third world as well as women, youth and elder fighters
for social justice and against war and occupation. We are the people in
struggle because we are people that suffer at the hands of imperialism.
We have the energy, drive and will for change because it is in our interest
to make this change in order to create a better world for all of humanity!

Get involved
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M o n ey f o r E d u cat i o n
N ot f o r Wa r !

Meetings & Forums
Tuesdays - 7:00PM

mawovancouver.org

Money for Teachers Not for War!

e. info@mawovancouver.org
t. 604-322-1764
f. 604-322-1763

Books Not Bombs!

No to War, Yes to Teachers!

* Upcoming Organizing Meetings *
TUESDAY February 28 & March 13
7 pm
Britannia Community Center
Learning Resource Centre
1661 Napier Street

Contract Not Subtract!
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Teachers will withdraw services to protest Bill 22, worsening classroom conditions
Next Monday, March 5, teachers across British Columbia will begin a legal three-day full-scale
withdrawal of services, as permitted under the Labour Relations Board interim essential services
order. At 6:00 a.m. today, the BCTF issued notice of the escalation to the BC Public School Employers’
Association.
This step follows a province-wide vote conducted February 28 and 29, 2012, in which 87% of teachers
voted “yes” to escalating job action from the limited “teach only” campaign that began last September.
In all, 32,209 teachers voted, of whom 27,946 said “yes.”
In a morning news conference, BCTF President Susan Lambert noted that the 75% turnout and 87%
yes vote demonstrate to the provincial government that “bullying legislation like Bill 22 will not fix a
broken relationship.”
“Teachers take this step very reluctantly,” she said, noting that their “teach only” job action was
specifically designed to limit the impact on classrooms while still maintaining an effective voice. “We
articulated our objectives as clearly and respectfully as we could, but unfortunately we were pleading
to deaf ears,” Lambert said. “The bill tabled on Tuesday was a sign of the appalling disrespect for the
profession of teaching, for students, and for public education in BC.”
She urged parents and other concerned British Columbians to contact their MLAs, Education Minister
George Abbott, and Premier Christy Clark to urge them not to impose Bill 22 but rather to negotiate a
fair agreement with teachers and invest in public education to meet diverse student needs.
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U.S. HANDS OFF IRAN!

A JOINT STATEMENT FROM MOBILIZATION AGAINST WAR &
OCCUPATION (MAWO) & IRANIAN COMMUNITY AGAINST WAR (ICAW)
2012

NO WAR!
NO SANCTIONS!
HANDS OFF SYRIA!

>NO Sanctions on Iran! >End the Occupations of Afghanistan, Iraq, Palestine & Haiti! >Saudi and all Foreign Troops
Out of Bahrain! >U.S., U.K., Canada, France, NATO, Hands Off Libya Now! >Hands Off Iran Now! >U.S. HANDS OFF North
Africa & the Middle East! >Self Determination for Indigenous Nations & All Oppressed Nations!

MONTHLY RALLY & PETITION CAMPAIGN

www.mawovancouver.org

SATURDAY MARCH 17
2 PM
Vancouver Public Library
Robson & Homer Streets
* Downtown Vancouver

Public Lecture Series
multimedia. speakers. discussion

2012

T H E N E W E R A O F WA R &
O C C U P AT I O N A N D B U I L D I N G
T H E A N T I WA R M OV E M E N T !

Sarah Alwell, Janine Solanki, Alison Bodine, Tamara Hansen, and Ali Yerevani

mobilization against war & occupation - mawo

February 2012
3rd Edition

newsletter

For location, please visit our website:

with MAWO!

stop the occupations!

Event Endorsed by MAWO:

February 1, 2012

Once again the United States and its little
imperialist stooges like the UK, France and
Canada are about to create another bloodbath
in the Middle East, as they prepare for war and
destruction against Iran. Iran is an independent
sovereign country, whose heroic people have
stood up for more than three decade against the
U.S. and other imperialist countries’ aggression
and intimidation. The Iranian people have been
targeted simply for exercising their inalienable
right to self-determination and living with dignity
by rejecting imperialist bullying and domination.
For more than thirty years, the U.S. and its
allies have imposed all kinds of sanctions, war,
sabotage and terror on the people of Iran, but
they have never been able to force them to
accept the terms and rules of imperial powers.

hegemony in the region and/or paving the road
for the grand strategy of the US and Europe to
move and isolate their powerful rivals, China and
Russia. It is also to make sure the message of
the Iranian people does not become a further
aspiration for all oppressed nations to confront
imperialist domination like we saw in last year
in Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Yemen, Bahrain, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Morocco and Algeria.
Today imperialists are frightened and shaken to
their bones!

In order for the U.S. and other imperialists to
conduct a bloody war against Iran, they need
to manipulate and shape public opinion in their
respective countries and around the world. The
ugly and completely deceptive campaign against
Iran has moved from a hideous campaign to a
Iran is the most important target of the U.S.
tragicomedy. For decades Western powers filled
in the Middle East and North Africa. Without
our ears with how important and decisive it is
bringing Iran to its knees it is not possible for
to fight Iran, as the so-called centre of training
imperialists to roll back the dynamism of growing
and exporting terrorists, and put Iran with North
anti-imperialist sentiment in the
Korea and Iraq in an “Axis of
whole region. The United States’
Evil”. For a decade now they have
fundamental goal is for regime
been drumming up fear about the
change in Iran. With a politically
danger of Iran’s peaceful nuclear
independent Iran, a powerful
activities. Ignoring that even if
country in the Middle East,
Iran somehow obtained an atomic
imperialists are not able to bring
bomb, how could they possibly
back their total hegemony to the
use it against the 400 Israeli and
Middle East, like they had before
2,000 American nuclear warheads
the great Iranian revolution of
and their sophisticated nuclear
1979. That revolution changed
defence technology? However,
the relationship and balance of
apparently this manipulation is
forces, if not completely, than
not enough, now we have very
indeed significantly, in favour
recently learned from Mr. Panetta,
of oppressed and working
the U.S. Secretary of Defence,
people of the Middle East,
that the United States is under
South Asia, as well as East,
threat of attack from Iran! So we
West and North Africa. Today,
are seeing the victimizer trying
MOBILIZATION AGAINST
the message of the Iranian
to paint itself as the victim and
WAR AND OCCUPATIONpeople to all oppressed nations
turning the victim into a menace.
of the world is much more
Ironically and hypocritically Israel,
powerful than anytime before. WWW.MAWOVANCOUVER.ORG who is warning other countries of
If thirty years ago the message
the region and the whole world
was that it is possible to overthrow imperialist
about the dangers of Iran, is not a signer of the
domination and get rid of puppet regimes; today
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which
the message is that countries under all kinds of
does not seem to matter to any of its allies.
imperialist pressure can advance independently
Shouldn’t we be more concerned about a heavily
in medicine, higher education and all practical
nuclear-armed Israel, which has established
and theoretical fields of science. This is what
itself as an aggressor and war monger against
is frightening imperialists the most: that we do
Palestinian and Arab countries for more than 6
not need them for our development. Waging
decades?
war with Iran is not only for restoring imperialist

NO
WAR
ON
IRAN!
MAWO
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Mobilization Against War & Occupation-MAWO
Open Letter to Stopwar.ca &
the Canadian Peace Alliance (CPA)
To Stopwar.ca and the Canadian Peace Alliance
(CPA),
I
We in Mobilization Against War and Occupation
(MAWO) are sending you this open correspondence
to express the grave concerns we have with your
organizing of the April 9th demonstration in Vancouver.
Your approach and politics on this day were without
a doubt against the spirit of building an antiwar,
anti-occupation movement not only in Canada but
throughout the world. Imperialist countries and their
military fronts such as NATO are beginning to sink
their teeth into Libya while continuing the brutal wars
and occupations in Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Ivory
Coast, Somalia, Sudan, Palestine and beyond. This
is a crucial time for the antiwar movement and we
need an open and honest discussion or risk seeing
further capitulation to the pro-imperialist political and
military campaign against Libya.
The CPA’s cross-Canada participation in the April
9th International Day of Action called by the United
National Antiwar Committee (UNAC) in the U.S. was
a breakthrough in cross-border unified action. We
have been advocating for years that working with
U.S. groups and coalitions is an essential aspect
of a strategy to build a broad, united and effective
antiwar movement.
Thousands rallied in New York and San Francisco,
while coordinated rallies were held in 10 Canadian
and 6 Pakistani cities, as well as demonstrations in
Iraq on April 9th. These mobilizations built on the
momentum of other successful coordinated rallies
called by the ANSWER Coalition on March 19th.
This broadly coordinated action has been missing
for too long from the antiwar movement in Canada,
and we fully endorse its continuation on a hopefully
increasingly frequent basis. However, based on
the events during the rally organized in Vancouver
by Stopwar.ca and the CPA’s public statements
regarding the current crisis and NATO bombing in
Libya, we are concerned that the political direction of
these actions in Canada is unclear at best, and could
even be understood at worst as pro-war.
At the Stopwar.ca rally in Vancouver we saw that
two speakers invited by Stopwar.ca spent 15 minutes
justifying and advocating IN FAVOUR of the current
NATO bombing of Libya. Do the following quotations
from the Stopwar.ca rally really have a place at
an antiwar rally occurring in the midst of a bloody
imperialist campaign to intervene in a civil war and
overthrow the independent government of Libya?
- “If you don’t want war on Libya, what is your
alternative?”
- “He [Gaddhafi] has an unbelievable media
machine, he spends billions and billions that
tries to paint the picture that NATO is bombing
Libyan people. NATO is not bombing Libyan
people!”
- “This [the bombing of Libya] is not like Iraq,
this is not like Afghanistan, this is not a foreign
occupier coming onto our land!”
- “If you don’t want those people [foreign
forces] to get inside of Libya and you want to
stop them you are saying, ‘Let Ghadafi kill us!’
”
- “You are giving us the wrong message. You
are saying its okay for civilians to get killed
but it is not okay for NATO to help us!”
- “Do you have a heart?!” (shouted at someone
speaking against the bombing of Libya from
the crowd)
At least 10 people in the crowd responded to these
pro-war speakers by shouting, “Stop bombing Libya!”
while one of the more vocal critics of the pro-war
speakers who is a long-time social justice organizer
was surrounded and closed in on by three Stopwar.ca
marshals. Even after it was clear to everyone involved
what these pro-war Libyans were advocating, the
Stopwar.ca MCs invited yet another one to speak!
Stopwar.ca and CPA co-chair Derrick O’Keefe spoke
at the end of the rally to confirm that
they had invited these speakers knowing full well the
pro-war message they were going to put forward.
He said, “We invited the Libyan speakers who we’ve
been in touch with even though there’s a difference
in opinion about NATO’s intervention, we thought it
was important for them to have their say.” In fact,
Derrick O’Keefe, and both of the Stopwar.ca MC’s
tried to justify this position to the rally, as if the
pro-war position on Libya is somehow being unfairly
under-represented. When Derrick O’Keefe said “We
know its our job to stay on the streets and to bring
the truth,” this shouldn’t mean the so-called “truth”
that the government of Canada is putting forward
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by participating in bombing the Libyan people!
Though Derrick O’Keefe mentioned that Stopwar.
ca as a coalition had voted to oppose imperialist
intervention in Libya, the time given to this supposed
position was nothing compared to what was given
to the pro-war Libyans. We must ask how Stopwar.
ca can justify writing a statement which says they
are “absolutely opposed to the NATO bombing of
Libya, which is a shocking violation of the UN Charter
and an act of war against a sovereign country” and
then give such a huge amount of space to a pro-war
message we can all hear 24/7 if we turn on CNN,
FOX News, BBC or any of the other advocates of
imperialist wars and occupations.
There is no justification for having pro-war speakers
at an antiwar rally. There is no space for presenting
such confusion in a public action that is supposed to
be about taking a stand against war and occupation.
Unfortunately we have seen examples of this kind of
behavior from Stopwar.ca over the past several years
and in the weeks leading up to the demonstration.
For instance, Stopwar.ca has invited speakers
who advocate the overthrow of the independent
government of Iran in the midst of an imperialist
campaign demanding the same. They have also
promoted other speakers who have compromised
antiwar, anti-occupation political principles. Most
recently, leading up to April 9th Stopwar.ca played
an active role in weekly demonstrations organized by
pro-war Libyans. In supporting these demonstrations
Stopwar.ca showed a complete indifference and
lack of responsibility for their actions as an antiwar
coalition in the midst of a new war opening against
the people of Libya.
Because of our experience in Vancouver we are
concerned that similar events played out in other
demonstrations across Canada. Did these other
rallies also have pro-war speakers? The CPA, as
an umbrella antiwar organization in Canada, has
the responsibility to provide leadership and a clear
political direction to its membership organizations,
especially at such a crucial time.
We have read the statement released by the CPA
“Support the Libyan people. Yes to freedom and
democracy across the Arab World! No Military
Intervention in Libya.” The confused position that
was presented at the April 9th demonstration reflects
this confused statement, which concludes, “The
best way to help the people of Libya is to show our
solidarity with their struggle.” Our role as antiwar
coalitions is not to take sides in a civil war in an
independent country under attack by imperialists,
but to clearly oppose any form of foreign imperialist
intervention which has never, and will never, benefit
the people of that country. You can’t have it both
ways at once - to join in the imperialist campaign
used to justify the bombings while saying that you
oppose the bombings at the same time.
There is much to be learned from the coalitions
that have organized rallies in the US since the
imperialist campaign against Libya began. Through
statements, as well as the March 19th, March 26th
and April 9th mobilizations, organizations such as
ANSWER, the International Action Center (IAC)
and UNAC have taken a strong position against the
current war on the people of Libya. The difference is
that, in contrast to what we observed in Vancouver,
in the US the actions of these antiwar and social
justice organizations match their words. From the
lead banners to the signs and rally speakers, to the
UNAC report from NYC which stated, “The new war
in Libya has given rise to a new movement, as the
largest anti-war demonstration New York has seen
in years took to the streets of Manhattan.” There
was no contradiction or confusion as they had the
leadership to take a strong stance against imperialist
intervention in Libya. This is an example for all of
us to follow.
II
MAWO has been participating in the same efforts,
in the spirit of anti-imperialism, cooperation, and
antiwar movement building. Starting from even
before the bombing of Libya began we have organized
5 forums and 3 rallies, as well as produced 2 buttons
and launched a petition campaign, all against foreign
intervention in Libya. We have also produced 3
antiwar newsletters filled with news and analysis to
counter the lies being spread by imperialist media
on Libya and the uprisings and mass movements in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). Within this
newsletter are ideas and statements we think are
crucial at this time and are much more appropriate
be said at antiwar rallies:
“There is no saving of human lives or any humanitarian
intervention on behalf of the Libyan people that can
be performed by imperialist powers. Indeed, this is
such an obvious hypocrisy by these war mongers
because none of those precious human values

continued on page 3
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mean anything to them. One, we haven’t forgotten
the killings of millions of people in Vietnam, more
than a million people in Rwanda, killings of more
than one million people in Iraq just from 2003 until
now, as well as hundreds of thousands of innocent
people in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Congo, Nigeria,
Sudan, Somalia and many other poor and sovereign
countries by the very same imperial powers.”
“This is a time to abandon all illusions that there
might be anything progressive and human to
overthrowing the Libyan government or helping the
opposition in Libya through imperialist intervention
such as sanctions, a no-fly zone or military attacks…
The unfolding mass revolutionary movement and
ousting of Mubarak and Ben Ali in Egypt and Tunisia
have been a fresh struggle for anti-imperialist
movements in the region. It certainly reversed the
setback imposed on the working and poor people of
the world through the occupations of Afghanistan
and Iraq. What the great masses of North Africa and
the Middle East need to see is not another Iraq but
rather another Egypt.”
III
Since our founding on October 29, 2003 MAWO has
always endorsed and supported Stopwar.ca, the CPA
and other groups whenever they have organized
antiwar work. However, we are also clear that we don’t
feel that bringing occasional celebrity speakers and
holding sporadic events not connected to consistent
campaigns is enough to even begin scratching the
surface of building a strong antiwar movement. This
is unlike what we have seen in the U.S. where there
is a constant effort by different political tendencies
to improve and build new fronts against imperialist
aggression. We have rarely spoken out publicly about
the huge blocks and slander we have faced for years
in our efforts to work in a united way either with
Stopwar.ca or the CPA, but now is not the time to
remain silent. Now is not the time to remain divided
based on petty or sectarian differences, now is the
time to learn from the people of the Middle East
and North Africa as they rise up and counter the
imperialist domination they have faced for decades.
Interestingly and ironically, as a Canadian-based
coalition, more so than in Canada, our efforts for
unity have had a great welcoming by U.S. coalitions
and social justice groups such as ANSWER, UNAC,
IAC, the Stop War On Iran coalition, IFCO/Pastors for
Peace and others.
We are making a strong call to Stopwar.ca and the
CPA:
1- Stop taking the unclear middle of the road
path and arm yourselves with a clear antiwar,
anti-occupation platform by rejecting saying
one thing and doing the opposite.
2- Organize an open, inclusive, broad and well
organized public discussion on how to build
a united and effective antiwar movement in
Canada and world-wide.
We believe these are the only serious options in
response to the current situation. Today in a joint
letter the presidents of the United States and France
and the prime minister of Britain declared, “there can
be no peace in Libya while Muammar Gaddafi stays
in power,” “Libyans in cities like Misrata and Ajdabiya
continue to suffer ‘terrible horrors at Gaddafi’s
hands’,” “it is impossible to imagine a future for Libya
with Gaddafi in power,” “To allow him to remain in
power ‘would be an unconscionable betrayal’ of
Libya’s people,” “So long as Gaddafi is in power,
NATO and its coalition partners must maintain their
operations so that civilians remain protected and the

pressure on the regime builds,” and finally “Then a
genuine transition from dictatorship to an inclusive
constitutional process can really begin, led by a new
generation of leaders.” All quotations are from the
BBC, and the complete letter is in the Washington
Post April 14, 2011. Isn’t it clear what colonial
powers are up to in Libya? Is this different than what
the Libyan opposition or the pro-war Libyans that
participated in your rally say? Where is this confusion
of giving a big platform to pro-imperialist, pro-war
Libyans coming from?
Let us discuss these issues out in the open. We
cannot let the mistakes of April 9th keep us from
moving forward. Those mistakes create confusion
among the masses that we would like to take a
stance against imperialist aggression around the
world, and if continued they will indeed promote
what imperialist countries are advocating. We must
clearly oppose this new era of war and occupation
which began in 2001 in Afghanistan, and do our part
to counter it by organizing, educating and mobilizing
masses with a clear antiwar, anti-occupation platform
as the colonial powers continue on this bloody path
today, in 2011, against Libya. We believe these
politics, and this proposal for a public discussion,
are the way to build a broad, united, and effective
antiwar movement.
Mobilization Against War & Occupation (MAWO)
April 14, 2011
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
>> Two examples from an audio transcription
of remarks by the organizers:
1- Derrick O’Keefe (Co-chair, Stopwar.ca and
CPA)
“We’ve been working with the Tunisian, Egyptian and
Libyan communities here to build solidarity for their
uprisings in North Africa and the Middle East. And we
did today, we invited the Libyan speakers who we’ve
been in touch with even though there’s a difference
in opinion about NATO’s intervention, we thought it
was important for them to have their say. So it was a
decision that we made democratically as a coalition.
We thank those of you that had a respectful dialogue
when there was disagreement and we thank you for
listening. Umm, and think it is important, umm and
time over time, time will tell that NATO’s intervention
is not in good faith. And time will tell that NATO’s
intervention is going to bring more death and
destruction to people in Libya who have already
suffered so much for so many years.”

2- Roger Annis (One of the MC’s of the April 9th rally)
“But we’re also aware of the fact that there is a
significant body of opinion in Libya that we have
heard today expressed in what they think is required
to do – so we will continue to listen to that point
of view, and we will continue to discuss and debate
it. We hope to learn from the experiences and the
opinions of our Libyan brothers and sisters – we
expect that to be a mutual exchange as well. We
are living in very very difficult times in Libya and
throughout the Middle East. So one thing we can
all agree on, and that’s why we’re here today – is
to oppose war, to oppose military intervention, to
support people’s power, to support the great Arab
awakenings of 2010-2011, and with its continuation
in the years ahead. To support the right without
condition of the people of the Middle East to freely
determine their political future and the establishment
of democracy.”

Hands off Iran continued

We need to realize by now that the U.S. and other imperial countries’ ugly and untruthful campaign against
Iran, is precisely the same as their world wide racist campaign of Islamophobia. It is all about domination
and imperialist hegemony for the elimination of all resistance against imperialism that is gaining popularity
in countries with Muslim populations. We have to be vigilant about imperialist tricks and manipulation while
we are fighting back against war mongers. The focus today is not the nature of this or that regime, in this
case namely Iran, but to oppose an immanent imperialist war drive against Iran. Like their campaigns against
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, as well as Syria, the U.S. policy of “regime change” can only bring devastation
to the people of oppressed nations. To call for a dictatorial regime to be condemned or for regime change
in Iran, from outside that country, is against the principal of self-determination of sovereign nations. Selfdetermination means it is up to the Iranian people to decide how to conduct their internal affairs including
the form of government and social order. For those who are, out of naivety or desperation, focusing their
campaign against the government of Iran- we must remind them that true regime change from outside of Iran
is only possible through imperialist military intervention, period. Therefore no matter what nice words they use
against sanctions and military intervention as soon as they are distracted from the main focus against foreign
intervention, and begin talking about regime change, they are willingly or unwillingly on the same side as the
imperialist campaign for the destruction of Iran.
Iran is not a threat to anyone. Iran is simply the target of imperialist powers because of its independence,
geographical importance and political weight and influence in the whole region and beyond. Iran is surrounded
by dozens of U.S. military bases all for their preparations to attack Iran. We must demand unconditionally that
the U.S., UN Security Council, and EU end their sanctions on Iran. Stop assassinations of Iranian scientists and
stop intervention in Iran. We must demand U.S., NATO and all imperialist out of the Middle East and North
Africa and as well as an immediate end to the occupation of Afghanistan, Iraq and ending of interference in
Pakistan, Libya and Syria.
U.S. Hands Off Iran!
U.S. Out of the Middle East and North Africa!

BCTF continued

Lambert acknowledged that the walkout will inconvenience parents, but asked them to consider that
conditions in classrooms have deteriorated over the past decade and will not improve unless teachers

take a strong stand. “Bill 22 means children have to wait another two years for any possible hope of
guarantees on class size or any real funding increase for students with special needs,” she said.
Lambert pointed to the BCTF’s long history of social justice advocacy—for inclusion of all children, regardless
of their abilities or disabilities, for the rights of girls and women, against racism, homophobia and bullying.
“Sometimes—even though you’re afraid, even though the threats seem overwhelming—you have to stand up
to a bully,” she said.
The BCTF provincial Executive Committee is meeting today to make further decisions about how actions will
unfold in the upcoming days.

For more information, contact Nancy Knickerbocker, BCTF media relations officer, at 604-871-1881
(office) or 604-340-1959 (cell).
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